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Jaworski, Ryszard (2006) 
situational sequencing tests in polygraph examination(s)

[Wrocław: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Wrocławskiego, 87 pp]. 

This book is an extension of what the author described in an earlier publication 
(Jaworski, 1998) in Polygraph (4, 253-270), the Journal of the American 
Polygraph Association. Here the author sets out the principles of what he 
refers to as a new technique, the Situational Sequencing Test (SST). The SST 
is structured deliberately to enable one to distinguish not just involvement in 
an offense, as is commonly done with the Control Question (CQ) or Relevant/
Irrelevant (R/I) methods, but more specifically to determine what role, if 
any, a suspect played in an offense. The author describes his work this way: 
“This study presents a new polygraph examination technique, i.e., a method 
of determining the involvement of an individual in an event by measuring 
physiological parameters changing under the influence of emotions. I named 
the technique Situational Sequencing Tests (SST).” 

In his opening chapter the author gives a description of the rationale for the 
SST and provides an outline and limited discussion of the legal and practical 
uses of polygraph testing in Poland. He points out that what is observed in 
more common testing approaches offers a basis for the use of the SST. For 
example, he notes that in conventional polygraph testing, e.g., CQ or R/I,  
a person who is the perpetrator of an offense may physiologically respond to 
a greater degree to questions about indirect aspects of involvement than to 
more direct relevant questions. Similarly, it is noted that persons who played 
no direct role in an offense but who have knowledge of it or who merely 
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assisted the perpetrator in some way may need testing approaches that differ 
from traditional methods. A relatively common situation in which the SST 
might prove helpful is a case in which multiple suspects confess but accuse 
each other as to their role in the most significant actions. Other examples 
include cases in which one suspect in a multi-suspect case confesses and 
assumes complete responsibility but there may be doubts about the validity 
of the confession; or when multiple suspects confess to participation but 
there is a claim that they don’t remember the details and the evidence doesn’t 
permit distinguishing their actual roles in the crime. These and other similar 
situations give rise to the application of the SST.

As I understand it, part of the reason the SST is important in Poland is due 
to the nature of the legal system and its position on polygraph testing. There 
polygraph testing is not used to “detect lies” or to determine facts related 
to the perpetration of the crime; rather it is employed to “detect memory 
traces.” This is said to be the situation in Poland because of the legal system’s 
view of expert opinion, which differs from the American legal system 

The conceptual basis for the distinguishing feature of the SST is related 
to how one would structure questions in the proper application of the R/I 
procedure so that successive questions capitalize on the anxiety that may 
result when a perpetrator is asked questions proceeding from general aspects 
of an offense to more specific acts of involvement. In the SST the subject 
is asked questions regarding her or his role in a series of three question-
lists, one list referring to items about witnessing, another about acts as an 
accomplice, and finally one about perpetrator actions. Jaworski states: “the 
effects of the technique of Situational Sequencing Tests (SST) presented in 
this study prove that physiological parameters of the examined subjects differ 
relative to their role in the event.”

Subsequent to the first chapter in this book, that provides an overview and 
rationale for the SST, the author introduces material that most examiners 
are familiar with. Here, in chapter two, the author reviews what he sees to 
be the essential elements of various polygraph “techniques” in use, primarily 
those described in the literature published in the United States. This chapter 
is not complete and is not an accurate representation of “techniques” and the 
differences between them. The author, however, did not intend this chapter 
to be more than an overview. And, because he presumably has knowledge of 
techniques only from selected writings that are available in Europe, the lack 
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of detail and a somewhat less than accurate presentation is to be forgiven.
With the exception of the last chapter of this book, each of the other chapters 
is devoted to a presentation and discussion of an individual case in which the 
author applied the SST. Each chapter here is very similar to what was done 
in the earlier article in Polygraph. In each case (Chapters 3-12) the author 
presents the factual information, usually the subject’s defense and description 
of his/her acknowledged role and, importantly, the polygraph charts that 
were collected. The resolution of the case, including what occurred in court 
actions related to the offender(s), are also provided, often along with the 
author’s perspective on the relationship between the outcomes of the legal 
proceedings and the polygraph testing. 

I found it difficult to evaluate the value of the SST using the charts shown 
in this book. The copies of the physiological output (charts) were greatly 
reduced, the chart markings were not always clear and there were instances 
in which the discussion in the text didn’t appear to match what was said to be 
indicated in the charts. Also, the physiological data that were shown generally 
were not consistent with the appearance of similar data that one would see 
in charts collected by what is said to be “good instrumentation” in the U.S. 
In short, the “responses” that were referred to by the author as significant 
were not always apparent to me. Nor was it always evident that some of the 
“trends” and other physiological indicators the author reported were actually 
of diagnostic significance. However, this is not to suggest that the SST or 
the charts collected in that procedure are necessarily without value. Rather, 
the displayed pictorial evidence, the charts, may need a different mode of 
presentation. I do need to say, however, that there were some instances in 
which the author’s view appeared to be supported, suggesting, again, that it 
may be the presentation not the procedure that is a concern. 

The SST is a very interesting and perhaps a quite useful way to approach 
testing in those situations where it is appropriate. Most experienced 
examiners are confronted on a regular basis with cases in which there is 
acknowledgement of involvement in an offense but at a lesser level than what 
the primary perpetrator did. Or, cases in which there is a question of which of 
two or more persons actually carried out the offense, e.g., murder, rape, etc., 
at hand. The recent case in the U.S. involving O.J. Simpson and his friends 
regarding an armed robbery is an example. 

The author approached this topic as a case study, arguing that the usual 
statistical assessment in research on polygraphy is inadequate for doing what 
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he desired to show. That may be correct. But, even if all of what is displayed 
in the book were clear and easily discerned it would still be that an evaluation 
of ten cases does not establish a scientific foundation for the SST, especially 
so since how the cases were selected for inclusion here is not well specified. 
Nevertheless, the actual application of the SST is considerably different from 
more traditional approaches and it is worthy of serious attention. I’m sure the 
author would agree that additional evaluation on a larger scale is warranted 
and, I think he would also agree that he is to be commended for originating 
this method and disseminating information about it. I await further research 
and validation. 

Prof. Frank Horvath, Ph.D.�
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